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Notice
Transfer Drive for Headmasters High School, PGTs/Lecturers and Elementary
School Headmasters has been scheduled as follows:1. List of teachers-School wise. Reason behind this is to intimate the teachers
about their present status as per MIS Portal: 12.07.2017
2. List of sanctioned (rationalized) posts and vacancies to be kept vacant
(Normalization as per para 8(iii) of the transfer policy):13.07.2017
3. Tentative list of eligible teachers for compulsory participation as per teacher
transfer policy: 14.07.2017
4. Tentative list of protected employees (retiring within one year, ANOs, teachers
protected as per policy:14.07.2017
5. Voluntary participation
to17.07.2017

by

the

teachers

seeking

transfer:15.07.2017

6. Uploading of rationalization sheet, final list of eligible teachers, list of actual
vacancies, deemed vacancies, merit list:18.07.2017
7. Seeking options from the eligible teachers:19.07.2017 to 24.07.2017
8. Release of Transfer Orders: 25.07.2017.

At the outset, list of schoolwise teachers is being published hereunder
(categorywise):
Similarly list of following teachers are also published in the end:1. Employees whose Service Profile Correction request has been rejected.
2. Employees who have submitted their service profile correction request to their
higher authorities and the same are pending with their higher authorities.
3. Employees who have opened their Service Profile for edit but have not
submitted the same for approval.
For such employees the following guideline/advisory is issued:i.
Service Profile of those employees whose Service Profile Correction
request has been rejected will be restored as it was before the profile
correction request.
ii.

Service Profile of those employees who have submitted their profile
correction request to higher authority but higher authority has not
approved or rejected, would be restored before the initiation of transfer
drive. Therefore they are advised to get the request approved or rejected
on the basis of decision taken by their approving authority.

iii.

Employees who have opened their Service Profile for edit, are advised
to get the same approved or rejected by their higher authority by
submitting the same to the higher authority. In case of failure, their
profile would be restored as it was before opening for edit.

iv.

In case of failure of updation of Service Profile due to the fault of the
teacher, such teachers would be liable to be transferred to anywhere in
the State.

Note: All teachers would be given an option to participate in upcoming drive.
Virender Singh, HCS
Joint Secretary to Govt. Haryana
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